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February 17, 2015 
 
Nancy Berryhill 
Deputy Commissioner for Operations 
Social Security Administration 
6401 Security Boulevard, 1204 WHR 
Baltimore, MD 21235 

 
 

Dear Nancy, 
  
We are writing to suggest changes in the proportion of SSI redeterminations and 
SSI limited issues we do each fiscal year.  Congress, SSA, and the American public 
all agree that we want program integrity work completed as efficiently as possible.  

In Fiscal Year 2013, SSA completed 2,436,705 full redeterminations (RZs) and 
197,399 limited issue redeterminations (LIs).  In Fiscal Year 2014, SSA completed 
2,445,589 full and 180,576 limited issue redeterminations.  That equates to 
approximately one LI for every 12 RZs completed in Fiscal Year 2013 and one for 
13 in Fiscal Year 2014.  There are several compelling reasons why NCSSMA 
believes SSA should revise this ratio to process more LIs. 

LIs are, a priori, more efficient than RZs in remedying incorrect payments.  This is 
because they are targeted reviews of a specific issue highly likely to have caused 
an incorrect payment.  Completing an LI for a given case requires less time than 
clearing an RZ for the same case, yet still addresses the issue potentially causing 
an incorrect payment.  For example, a case involving a K6 interface diary 
(underreported earnings) may be profiled for an LI, and if not cleared, may be 
later selected as an RZ.  If worked as a LI, the Claims Representative (CR) can focus 
solely on the earnings discrepancy and remedy the incorrect payment with 
minimal unproductive effort.  However, if the K6 case is worked as an RZ, the CR 
must address the earnings discrepancy, but will also spend time doing a lengthy 
interview developing living arrangements, rental liability, and other factors, which 
often do not affect payment and may not have changed in the interim.  

The experience of field personnel clearing RZs indicates that any resulting 
overpayments primarily stem from the interface information.  Clearing more 
interface diaries as LIs (and fewer as full RZs) would allow SSA technicians to 
specifically target likely overpayments and avoid wasting valuable resources. 
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There is also very little downside to starting a case as an LI, because the CR always has discretion to 
convert to a full RZ if the case warrants it. 

The current RZ profiling process dynamically scores cases based on the likelihood of an unreported 
change existing that might create an improper payment.  With an LI case, the uncertainty is largely 
removed, as the interface information creating the diary and subsequent LI selection alerts technicians 
that such an unreported change has already occurred, and improper payments are likely being made. 
In an era of limited field resources, this ability to utilize available information to triage and prioritize 
work with a bias toward those cases most likely to yield corrective action to improper payments is a 
major advantage. 

Currently, LI clearance “caps” are so low that most offices achieve them rapidly, often early in the fiscal 
year.  SSA’s current practice of emphasizing full RZs at the expense of LIs prevents a large number of LIs 
(and most importantly, the interface diaries associated with them) will go unworked in any given year.  
By failing to address these LIs, the same cases are usually later selected for a full RZ because the LI was 
not worked; and SSA is thus permitting any incorrect payments to continue and grow.  Of course, field 
offices are conscientious, and do their best to work the interface diaries associated with LIs even 
though they are instructed not to clear the LI itself (due to the LI cap having already been reached).  
However, the field has limited resources to focus on clearing individual diaries, when the clearance of 
those diaries in and of itself does not contribute to achieving our program integrity goals. 

In contrast to the largely annual selection of RZs, LIs are set the month immediately after the interface 
diary - this means LIs will generally find and stop overpayments earlier than RZs.  This view is 
supported by data contained in the Office of Budget, Finance, Quality, and Management’s (OBFQM) 
annual SSA Redeterminations Change Rate Study, most recently published in January 2015.  This study 
consistently demonstrates that LIs are more likely to find an overpayment than RZs, and that the 
overpayments created by LIs are smaller than those created by RZs (see chart below).  
 
While Congress provides funding to SSA to complete a discrete amount of so-called “program integrity” 
workloads, SSA negotiates with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) the total number of 
redeterminations to be completed in each year.  Of particular significance, the total redetermination 
figure reported to OMB and Congress does not make a distinction between RZs and LIsi.  This indicates 
that although SSA may break out, for informational purposes, the proportion of RZs versus LIs, the 
distinction is meaningful only inside SSA. 

For the reasons outlined above, NCSSMA believes SSA should process more LIs each year, and increase 
LI caps accordingly, while reducing the current emphasis on full RZs.  This will permit earlier 
identification and correction of improper payments and provide a more efficient method of achieving 
our program integrity goals. 

 



NCSSMA produced the following chart using data from annual SSI Redeterminations Change Rate 
Studies.  Links to each study are shown at the end of the message.    

SSI Redetermination and Limited Issue Data 
FY 2004 – FY 2014 

Fiscal 
Year 

% of LIs that 
created OP 

Average OP 
per LI $ 

% of RZs that 
created OP 

Average OP 
per RZ $ 

2014 47% $953 33% $1,503 

2013 31% $637 36% $1,360 

2012 34% $1,167 31% $1,079 

2011 40% $1,075 37% $1,342 

2010 47% $992 41% $1,593 

2009 44% $1,103 45% $1,775 

2008 41% $1,491 51% $1,846 

2007 34% $1,180 33% $1,058 

2006 41% $1,178 33% $1,099 

2005 39% $963 35% $1,117 

2004 41% $854 36% $1,156 

We appreciate your consideration of our input regarding this issue.  If you would like to discuss this or 
require additional information, please let us know.  
 
Rick Warsinskey 
NCSSMA President 
 
                                                 
i
 2014 SSI Annual Report, chart on page 98, footnote A.  

 

Change Rate Study links:    

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/FY13_Change_Rate_Report.pdf 

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/reports-data/reviews-studies/title-xvi/other-studies-and-reviews/fy12-redeterminations-
change-rate?page=7 

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2011.pdf   

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2010.pdf  

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2009.pdf  

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2008.pdf 

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2007.pdf  

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2006.pdf 

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2005.pdf  

http://www.ssa.gov/oact/ssir/SSI14/ssi2014.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/FY13_Change_Rate_Report.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/reports-data/reviews-studies/title-xvi/other-studies-and-reviews/fy12-redeterminations-change-rate?page=7
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/reports-data/reviews-studies/title-xvi/other-studies-and-reviews/fy12-redeterminations-change-rate?page=7
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2011.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2010.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2009.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2008.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2007.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2006.pdf
http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/RedetChangeRateStudy_FY2005.pdf

